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ABSTRACT
Illumination algorithms are a new class of evolutionary algorithms
capable of producing large archives of diverse and high-performing
solutions. Examples of such algorithms include Novelty Search
with Local Competition (NSLC), the Multi-dimensional Archive
of Phenotypic Elites (MAP-Elites) and the newly introduced Cen-
troidal Voronoi Tessellation (CVT) MAP-Elites. While NSLC can
be used in unbounded behavioral spaces, MAP-Elites and CVT-
MAP-Elites require the user to manually specify the bounds. In this
study, we introduce variants of these algorithms that expand their
bounds based on the discovered solutions. In addition, we introduce
a novel algorithm called “Cluster-Elites” that can adapt its bounds
to non-convex spaces. We compare all algorithms in a maze navi-
gation problem and illustrate that Cluster-Elites and the expansive
variants of MAP-Elites and CVT-MAP-Elites have comparable or
beer performance than NSLC, MAP-Elites and CVT-MAP-Elites.
CCS CONCEPTS
•Computingmethodologies→Evolutionary robotics; •eory
of computation→ Evolutionary algorithms;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary illumination algorithms are a new class of algorithms
capable of producing large archives of diverse and high-performing
solutions [9, 10]. Inspired by the phenomenon of species diversica-
tion in nature (e.g., see [7]), these algorithms have been introduced
in the eld of evolutionary robotics with the purpose of encouraging
diversity in what is known as the behavior space [4, 8, 11]. is
space describes the possible behaviors of individuals over their
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lifetimes: for example, a point in this space, i.e., a behavior char-
acterization/signature, could be the nal positions of simulated
robots whose controllers are evolved [4]. In contrast, the genotype
space is the space in which the evolutionary algorithm operates
(e.g., a space of bit strings) and the phenotype space encodes the
possible controllers (e.g., neural networks) that are derived from
the genotype space.
Novelty Search (NS) [4] is the rst algorithm that suggested to
abandon any tness objective and continually explore for novel be-
haviors by dening novelty as sparseness, i.e., the average distance
to the n nearest neighbors, in behavior space. NS with Local Com-
petition (NSLC) [6] improved upon NS based on the observation
that it is more benecial to explore globally and optimize locally:
this local optimization is achieved using a secondary objective.
e Multi-dimensional Archive of Phenotypic Elites (MAP-Elites)
[1, 9] algorithm proposed a conceptually simpler approach: it dis-
cretizes the behavior space into a grid of k cells, storing in each cell
the elite solution over the evolutionary generations. is algorithm
has recently been extended using a Centroidal Voronoi Tessella-
tion (CVT) by the CVT-MAP-Elites algorithm to deal with high-
dimensional behavior spaces [12]. Intuitively, CVT-MAP-Elites
partitions the behavior space by uniformly distributing k centroids:
these centroids correspond to the centers of the cells in MAP-Elites
if both algorithms use the same number of cells.
Both MAP-Elites and CVT-MAP-Elites assume knowledge of
the bounds of the behavior space. More specically, they enclose
the behavior space inside a bounding hyperrectangle and make
the assumption that the user knows the ranges of this rectangle.
In contrast, NSLC does not make such an assumption. As the
original spirit of illumination algorithms is constant exploration
and diversication, such user-dened knowledge is a limitation of
the MAP-Elites family of algorithms. us, in this study we ask
two questions:
(1) Can expansive versions of MAP-Elites and CVT-Map-Elites
be as eective as their non-expansive counterparts, in spite
of the fact that they do not know the bounds?
(2) Would an algorithm that allocates centroids using the ac-
tual shape of the behavior space, instead of the bounding
rectangle like expansive MAP-Elites, be more eective?
2 NEW ALGORITHMS
2.1 Expansive MAP-Elites
In the “expansive” variant of MAP-Elites (Appendix A, Alg.1), the
behavior characterizations of the ospring at every generation
dene the bounds of the space. As the newly calculated bounds
change the width of the cells, solutions that already exist in the
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archive are taken out and treated as new solutions along with
the ospring. A side-eect of this procedure could be an initial
increase in the archive size (due to lling a restricted space), with
some subsequent decrease, due to the expansion of the bounds and
the mapping of more than one solutions to a single cell. In contrast,
in the case of standard MAP-Elites, the archive can only grow.
2.2 Expansive CVT-MAP-Elites
For the “expansive” version of CVT-MAP-Elites (Appendix A, Alg.2),
we perform a similar procedure to the above. We (re)compute the
CVT based on the newly-found bounds, taking out the existing
solutions and treating them as new ones (because the centroids will
ll a larger bounding hyperrectangle). It is worth noting that we
perform this procedure periodically and not at every generation
(as in expansive MAP-Elites), in order to reduce the computational
load induced by the repeated CVT construction.
2.3 Cluster-Elites
In this paper, we introduce a variant of MAP-Elites and CVT-MAP-
Elites called “Cluster-Elites” (Appendix A, Alg.3) that aempts
to maximally spread a number of centroids on a potentially non-
convex manifold on which the behavioral descriptors reside, rather
than inside a hyperrectangle dened by the ranges of the sampled
behavioral descriptors. Since the shape of this manifold is unknown
and potentially high-dimensional, we cannot use approaches like
alpha-shapes [2] (which are generalizations of convex-hulls), but
we instead resort to methods that use nearest-neighbor calculations.
Clustering algorithms such as the “k-medoids” [3] aim to partition
a dataset into k clusters by choosing the “centroid” of each cluster
to be the point that minimizes the within-cluster sum of squares.
Such algorithms, however, cannot be used in our case because of
the problem of sampling bias: denser regions place more emphasis
on allocating “resources” (centroids) there, whereas we would like
to have a set of uniformly-spread points that is not highly aected
by the density of sampled solutions. In addition, sparser regions
could provide the stepping stones needed for discovering beer
solutions.
Cluster-Elites aempts to address these issues by continually
sampling the behavior space and maximally spreading its available
resources in the space spanned by the sampled solutions, while keep-
ing in each centroid the locally est solution. More specically,
in each generation, Cluster-Elites rst creates a set that contains a
copy of the ospring and the current centroids. It then iteratively
computes and removes the densest solution from the resulting set,
until the size of this set reaches the desired number of well-spread
centroids k , which is progressively increased over the generations.
Finally, it stores at each centroid position the est solution among
its local neighborhood by considering all initial solutions of the
current generation (ospring and previous centroids).
3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
3.1 Task
We compare the original MAP-Elites and CVT-MAP-Elites, with
their expansive variants, NSLC and Cluster-Elites. We use a maze
navigation task (see Fig. 1 upper le) where a simulated mobile
robot (radius: 10 units) is controlled by an articial neural network,
whose structure and weights are evolved [8]. e robot starts from
the boom of the arena (size: 1000 × 1000 sq. units) and needs
to reach the goal at the center. is arena permits 16 families of
trajectories towards the goal due to the openings (thus, at least 16
behaviorally distinct optima). e tness function is the smallest
Euclidean distance between the center of the robot and the goal
over the robot’s lifetime [8], which is set to 3000 simulation steps.
e behavior characterization of each individual is the nal (x,y)
location of the robot [5, 8].
3.2 Evaluating the quality of the archives
We evaluate the quality of the archives produced by the algorithms
by measuring the performance of their solutions in 16 modied
versions of the environment used during evolution, each of which
corresponds to a dierent family of trajectories (see Fig. 1). If
an archive is made of diverse and high-performing individuals,
then it should contain individuals with every type of trajectory,
including some that work in the modied environments; in the
extreme opposite, if all the individuals of an archive have the same
behavior, none of them will work in the modied environments.
4 RESULTS
We use 30 independent evolutionary runs of 200k evaluations (990
generations). For MAP-Elites and our expansive variant we use 71
discretization intervals per dimension (thus, 71
2 = 5041 cells), for
CVT-MAP-Elites and the expansive version we use 5041 centroids,
and we set the maximum archive size of NSLC to be 5041. For
Cluster-Elites we use an initial number of centroids kinit = 50 and
increase it by adding kincr = 5 more centroids at every generation,
resulting at 5k centroids at the nal generation. For the calculation
of the densest points in Cluster-Elites, we empirically set the num-
ber of nearest neighbors to d + 2, where d is the dimensionality of
the behavior space (i.e., d = 2).
All algorithms return solutions with a median tness of less
than 10 units (radius of the robot) in all evaluation environments.
In the 8
th
and 14
th
evaluation environments MAP-Elites, CVT-
MAP-Elites and NSLC display a large variance, whereas the newly
introduced algorithms have a lower median distance to the goal
and less variance. e expansive variants of MAP-Elites and CVT-
MAP-Elites nd “good” bounds in this environment from the 0
th
generation, which become more rened and stop changing aer
approximately 100 generations. e bounds do not extend to 0 and
1000, as in the non-expansive variants, due to the outer border; this
means that more cells are allocated inside the arena.
We have also calculated the quality-diversity (QD) score [10] by
mapping an archive’s behavior descriptors to a 32 × 32 MAP-Elites
grid, keeping the best performing one in a cell, and summing the
tness scores from all cells. e QD-scores for a typical archive of all
algorithms, calculated in the initial environment are the following
(lower is beer): NSLC: 79396.1; Cluster-Elites: 79572.5; expansive
MAP-Elites: 83770.2; expansive CVT-MAP-Elites: 94492.9; CVT-
MAP-Elites: 119168.8; MAP-Elites: 129493.8.
5 CONCLUSION
Overall, our results illustrate that Cluster-Elites and the expan-
sive variants of MAP-Elites and CVT-MAP-Elites have comparable
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performance with their “xed-bounds” counterparts and NSLC,
without requiring knowledge of the bounds. Moreover, Cluster-
Elites is a promising algorithm that demands further investigation.
In particular, experiments with complex tasks in which the points in
behavior space lie on highly non-convex manifolds could highlight
the benets of Cluster-Elites over the bounding rectangle approach
followed by MAP-Elites and CVT-MAP-Elites. In addition, combin-
ing NSLC with Cluster-Elites, i.e., by reducing the novelty archive
in a manner similar to Cluster-Elites, might have advantages over
both algorithms.
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A PSEUDOCODES
Algorithm 1 Expansive MAP-Elites algorithm
1: procedure Expansive-MAP-Elites([n1, ...,nd ])
2: (X,P,B) ←− create empty archive([n1, ...,nd ])
3: (bmin , bmax ) = ([in f , ..., in f ], [−in f , ...,−in f ])
4: X ←− random solutions() . Initialization: I random x
5: (P ,B) ←− evaluate(X ) . I evaluations
6: (bmin , bmax ) ←− update ranges(B, bmin , bmax )
7: B ←− normalize(B, bmin , bmax )
8: add to archive(X,P,B,X , P ,B)
9: for д = 1→ G do . Main loop, G generations
10: X = selection(X)
11: X ′ = variation(X )
12: (P ′,B′) ←− evaluate(X ′) .m evaluations
13: (bmin , bmax ) ←− update ranges(B′, bmin , bmax )
14: B ←− normalize(B, bmin , bmax )
15: B′ ←− normalize(B′, bmin , bmax )
16: (X , P ,B) ←− (X ∪ X ′,P ∪ P ′,B ∪ B′)
17: (X,P,B) ←− ({}, {}, {}) . Clear the archive
18: add to archive(X,P,B,X , P ,B)
19: return archive (X,P,B)
20: procedure add to archive(X,P,B,X , P ,B)
21: for i = 0→ |X | do
22: c ←− get cell index(B[i])
23: if P[c] = null or P[c] < P[i] then
24: (P[c],X[c],B[c]) ←− (P[i],X [i],B[i])
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Algorithm 2 Expansive CVT-MAP-Elites algorithm
1: procedure Expansive-CVT-MAP-Elites(k)
2: (X,P,B) ←− create empty archive(k)
3: (bmin , bmax ) = ([in f , ..., in f ], [−in f , ...,−in f ])
4: X ←− random solutions() . Initialization: I random x
5: (P ,B) ←− evaluate(X ) . I evaluations
6: (bmin , bmax ) ←− update ranges(B, bmin , bmax )
7: C ←− CVT(k, bmin , bmax ) . Get centroids from CVT
8: add to archive(X,P,B,X , P ,B,C)
9: for д = 1→ G do . Main loop, G generations
10: X = selection(X)
11: X ′ = variation(X )
12: (P ′,B′) ←− evaluate(X ′) .m evaluations
13: if recomputeCVT(д) then
14: (bmin , bmax ) ←− update ranges(B′, bmin , bmax )
15: C ←− CVT(k, bmin , bmax )
16: (X , P ,B) ←− (X,P,B)
17: (X,P,B) ←− ({}, {}, {}) . Clear the archive
18: add to archive(X,P,B,X , P ,B,C)
19: add to archive(X,P,B,X ′, P ′,B′,C)
20: return archive (X,P,B)
21: procedure add to archive(X,P,B,X , P ,B,C)
22: for i = 0→ |X | do
23: c ←− get index of closest centroid(B[i],C)
24: if P[c] = null or P[c] < P[i] then
25: (P[c],X[c],B[c]) ←− (P[i],X [i],B[i])
26: procedure CVT(k, bmin , bmax )
27: C ←− sample points(k, bmin , bmax ) . k random centroids
28: S ←− sample points(K , bmin , bmax ) . K random samples
29: for i = 0 −→max iter do
30: I ←− get closest centroid indices(S,C)
31: C ←− update centroids(I)
32: return centroids C
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Algorithm 3 Cluster-Elites algorithm
1: procedure Cluster-Elites(kinit ,kincr ,kmax )
2: k = kinit , kf = 0
3: (X,P,B) ←− create empty archive()
4: X ←− random solutions() . Initialization: I random x
5: (P ,B) ←− evaluate(X ) . I evaluations
6: add to archive(X,P,B,X , P ,B)
7: cluster(X,P,B,X , P ,B) . Cluster-Elites procedure
8: for д = 1→ G do . Main loop, G generations
9: if k >= kmax then
10: k = kmax
11: else
12: k = k + kincr
13: X = selection(X)
14: X ′ = variation(X )
15: (P ′,B′) ←− evaluate(X ′) .m evaluations
16: add to archive(X,P,B,X ′, P ′,B′)
17: cluster(X,P,B,X , P ,B) . Cluster-Elites procedure
18: return archive (X,P,B)
19: procedure add to archive(X,P,B,X , P ,B)
20: for i = 0→ |X | do
21: if X [i] < X then
22: Insert (X [i], P[i],B[i]) in (X,P,B)
23: procedure cluster(X,P,B,X , P ,B)
24: while kf < k and kf < |B | do
25: if kf >= |B| then
26: Insert (X [kf ], P[kf ],B[kf ]) in (X,P,B)
27: else
28: (P[kf ],X[kf ],B[kf ]) ←− (P[kf ],X [kf ],B[kf ])
29: kf = kf + 1
30: C = centroids(B,k) . Get the centroids
31: I ←− get closest centroid indices(B,C)
32: (Xϵ , Pϵ ,Bϵ ) ←− get cluster elites(X,P,B,I,k)
33: for i = 0→ |X| do . Reduce archive
34: if X[i] , Xϵ [I[i]] then
35: Remove (X[i],P[i],B[i],I[i]) from (X,P,B,I)
36: procedure centroids(B,k)
37: C = B
38: for i = 0→ |B| − k do
39: D = mean distances to nearest neighbors(C)
40: d = arg min(D)
41: Remove C[d] from C
42: return centroids C
43: procedure get cluster elites(X,P,B,I,k)
44: (Xϵ , Pϵ ,Bϵ ) ←− create empty(k)
45: for i = 0→ |X| do
46: c = I[i]
47: if Pϵ [c] = null or Pϵ [c] < P[i] then
48: (Pϵ [c],Xϵ [c],Bϵ [c]) ←− (P[i],X[i],B[i])
49: return elites (Xϵ , Pϵ ,Bϵ )
